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TO:   Chair and Members of Transportation Standing Committee 
 
 
 
SUBMITTED BY: Original Signed  

Mr. Ben Buckwold, Chair, Active Transportation Advisory Committee 
 
DATE:   March 21, 2016 
 
 
SUBJECT:  Trans Canada Trail 
 
 
ORIGIN 
 
Motion passed by the Active Transportation Advisory Committee at its February 18, 2016 meeting. 
 
LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY 
 
Section 2.1 of the Committee’s Terms of Reference, ‘The Committee will provide timely advice to the 
Transportation Standing Committee on matters relating to budget, infrastructure, education, policy and 
public awareness. 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
The Active Transportation Advisory Committee (ATAC) request the Transportation Standing Committee 
take steps to enable endorsement of the Trans Canada Trail (TCT) request to finish the Trans Canada 
Trail connection in Halifax by December 2016.  ATAC endorses the Shearwater Flyer alignment Option 
as presented to the February 18, 2016 ATAC meeting. 
 



Trans Canada Trail 
Standing Committee Report - 2 -                          April 28, 2016  
 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
At the February 18, 2016 meeting of the Active Transportation Advisory Committee, the Committee 
received a presentation from representatives of the Trans Canada Trail project. The presenters provided 
an update on the Trans Canada Trail across Canada and obtained input from the Committee on the 
Trans Canada Trail connection in HRM.  The presentation highlighted the importance of the trail routing 
through HRM, and it was noted that TCT is seeking HRM support for the routing of approximately 10 km 
of municipal roads and trails. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
The Committee considered the presentation and the options outlined in the presentation for connection of  
the Trans Canada Trail in HRM.  The general consensus among the Committee was that the Shearwater 
Flyer alignment was the best option. 
 
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
 
None with this report.  Any  financial implications associated with this request would have to be identified 
in a future staff report. 
 
RISK CONSIDERATION 
 
Not applicable with this report. 
 
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 
 
The Active Transportation Committee is comprised of four members at large, one representative from the 
following organizations: Halifax Regional Trails Association, Halifax Cycling Coalition, Province of Nova 
Scotia, Bicycle Nova Scotia, Ecology Action Centre, Advisory Committee on Accessibility in HRM; and 
three Councillors. Active Transportation Advisory Committee meetings are open to the public and 
agendas and minutes can be viewed online at www.Halifax.ca. 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS 
 
None. 
 
ALTERNATIVES 
 
The Committee did not provide alternatives. 
 
ATTACHMENTS 
 
Attachment 1:  Presentation submitted to Active Transportation Advisory Committee  
  February 18, 2016 meeting – Trans Canada Trail 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
A copy of this report can be obtained online at http://www.halifax.ca/commcoun/index.php then choose the 
appropriate Community Council and meeting date, or by contacting the Office of the Municipal Clerk at 902.490.4210, 
or Fax 902.490.4208. 
 
Report Prepared by: Sheilagh Edmonds, Legislative Assistant 902.490.6520 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 



Trans Canada Trail  
Active Transportation Advisory Committee  

February 18th 2016 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you… for the introduction. I’m pleased to be here with you today… AM … representing the Trans Canada Trail … I joined the TCT team quite recently… as Coordinator for the Atlantic region… and for us these are truly exciting times! 



Our Objective: 

• To provide an update on the Trans Canada Trail across 
Canada and its goals and objectives.  
 

• To garner support in HRM and commitment of effort to 
connect the Trans Canada Trail by December 2016. 
 

• To obtain this Committee’s input and direction on the 
Trans Canada Trail connection in HRM. 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our objective here today is… read panel I’ll add that we want this to be a discussion with you recognizing that we have found some challenges and we need your feedback…



Building a National Icon 

• More than just a Trail on the ground: A symbol of 
nationhood 

• Will connect Canadians from coast to coast to coast 
• Showcases our majestic landscapes 
• Reflects the Canadian journey; charts our history 
• Promotes our diverse cultural traditions and heritage 
• Tells the story of Canada – as it continually unfolds 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We see the Trans Canada Trail as an iconic nation building project  … Enabling users to experience all of what this Country has to offer, including historically significant sites, towns and cities rich in culture and natural features unseen anywhere else in the world….  Once connected, the TCT will be the longest trail in the world … We know that the Trans Canada Trail will continually evolve and unfold, but we aim to connect the Trail and Canadians by 2017, the 25th anniversary of the organization and the 150th anniversary of Confederation. 



Connecting Canadians,  
from Coast to Coast to Coast 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ll begin by saying that these are TCT’s stats for the end of June 2015. Although new stats have not yet been released we know that across Canada many more km of trail will be added by the end of June in 2016.So as of last June we were 80% connected. 



Trans Canada Trail in Atlantic Canada  

Newfoundland and Labrador  
889 km | 100% complete 
Prince Edward Island 

444 km | 100% complete  
New Brunswick  

913 km | 61% complete 
Nova Scotia  

1000 km | 38% complete 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The numbers here give you a better idea of how much TCT route existing in the Atlantic Provinces.This gives you some idea of the km in each province and the percentage completed. NS Trails Federation ED Vanda Jackson, can attest to the fevered pitch that we are working at to connect the trail by December 2016. 



 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 2017 connection for NS is show here… in each province and in NS to our key objective is to connect to the neighboring provinces and to connect to the capital city. So the routing through HRM is incredibly important to us.



TCT’s Provincial Partner in Nova Scotia 

Nova Scotia Trails Federation:  
• Nova Scotia Trails was established in 1989 as a 

non-profit, charitable organization.  
• Provide support to trail groups in the 

development and management of trails.  
• Follow a community-development model. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I wanted to set the stage quickly on the Trans Canada Trail developed here in Nova Scotia… In each province we work with a provincial partner…. Read the panel 7.



 Role of NS Trails 

In relation to Trans Canada Trail, Nova Scotia 
Trails is tasked with:  
• Achieve the Trans Canada Trail connection by 

December 2016.  
• Work with local community trail partners to 

cultivate sustainable capacity for trail 
development and trail stewardship. 

• Recommend trail projects for Trans Canada Trail 
funding. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And read panel 8. Nova Scotia Trails Federation is working hard to develop various greenway and water routes in order to help achieve full connection of the TCT across Nova Scotia by the end of this year….



Today in Nova Scotia 

With Nova Scotia Trails’ support, Trail Partners 
across the Province are currently: 
•Building 165 km of Trans Canada Trail. 
•Ready-to-build more than a dozen water access 
points to connect over 300 km of Trans Canada 
Trail water route. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In summary.. Read panel 9 I am not sure of the exact numbers in NS, but across the Country 1000 of volunteers make up 100s of Trails and Trail groups making up the Trans Canada Trail. Trans Canada Trail is a Trail of Trails. Fiscal 2015-2016, up to December 31. Total Projects Approved: 14 for a total of 115 KM to be developed. Total Project Cost: $2,212,980.88Total Contribution by TCT: 1,015,069.50



 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So back to this map of the TCT route in Nova Scotia: The green is existing trail The orange depicts trail currently under construction. Anticipate a total of 507 km by the end of this year. In HRM, portions of the Bissett Lake and Mastodon Trails are being constructed.The Blue is water Route - 243 km  in Bras d’Or Lakes, 33 km in Shubenacadie and 11 km to connect the town of Pictou to New Glasgow. �We have no more trail gaps that will be completed by 2017 given the local capacity, matching funding. To achieve connection across the country and in Nova Scotia TCT has had to look at alternate opportunities… so to connect the trail, TCT is using Road cycling routes (bike routes) to connect the trail.Across Canada road routes have long been a part of the Trans Canada Trail, currently approx. 30% of the trail is road routes. I would say that it was recognized that in a vast and sparsely populated country, roadway connections are often a more sustainable alternative where there is low population, little capacity or need for trail development… So in NS, we aim to connect via road cycling routes: 325 km in red. 277.6 km are on provincial roadway108.7 aligns with the proposed and existing NS blue route The other approx. 50 km are municipal roadway In sum, the route runs through 8 towns. 6 rural municipalities and the two regional municipalities. 



Connecting the Gaps 

Benefits of Road Cycling Route Connections: 
• Link your community to the Trans Canada Trail 
• Fit with Active Transportation objectives 
• Connect the Trail users to local amenities 
• Encourage Cycling Tourism 
• Engage visitors and encourage them to stay 

longer 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The work done to connect the TCT will benefit citizens long after it is connected in 2017. The TCT will connect Nova Scotians to the rest of Canada, and it will also serve as an important resource in the province’s recreational and socio-economic infrastructure. Like trails, we see the road cycling routes playing an important role in any community, both socially and economically… Helping users become more physically active by providing spaces for various recreational activities including walking and cycling. They are also inexpensive to use and are generally suited to a wide range of people. They will attract tourists to area, where they may buy goods and use local amenities, in turn contributing to the local economy… An increase in tourism also creates jobs within communities. They also have the ability to strengthen communities and connect more remote areas to town and city centers. In Nova Scotia, we see some road cycling routes as interim and eventually replaced by greenway (non-motorized) trail, where there is local interest and capacity. Depending on location, some cycling routes will remain on the road in the long-term, especially those routes aligned with the NS Blue Route. 



Trans Canada Trail breakdown in HRM 

• 57 km of Trans Canada Trail completed 
• 4 km of Trans Canada Trail underway  
• 58 km to connect in HRM 

– 48.5 km Provincial Roadway  
– Approx. 10 km of Municipal  
roads and existing trails  

• A connected Trans Canada Trail in HRM will 
be approximately 120 km.  

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read panel… Note that we are seeking HRM support for the routing of approx. 10 km of Municipal roads and existing trails 



LEGEND 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Walk through route in HRM: Shubenacadie River at Lantz Provincial Roadway Mastodon Trail in light greenProvincial Roadway Musquodoboit Trail in greenProvincial Roadway Purple shows the first section of existing/proposed trail in HRM – Connecting to Porter’s Lake Blueberry Run – Grandfathered ATV route in Yellow Atlantic View Trail Salt Marsh Trail We are going to zoom in the next area. 



LEGEND 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So coming into more urban HRM, Nova Scotia Trails and TCT agree that the work underway is part of the permanent TCT connections. So the Trail developed along here need to be connected. These are straight forward crossings and short connections on roadway – connecting greenway trail to greenway trail. �This is the desire line of heading north has been HRMs and NS Trails long-term vision of connecting the trail to the North end of the Shubie Corridor Trail. This is still recognized by all as a proposed future route but for a variety of valid reasons it has not yet been developed. The alternative that keeps popping up is the Shearwater Flyer Trail. To date this has not been an ideal route for TCT since its status as a ATV Trail. Where we do have ATV trails in the TCT network, those that exist were grandfathered in. So along with HRM Staff, we have been exploring interim options to make the connection to the Dartmouth-Halifax waterfront.   



LEGEND 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So we started from a point where we needed to find a safe interim option to connect the TCT in HRM. We looked at it from both the perspective of being cyclists, but there was also a desire to find a route that also has sidewalks for pedestrians. We’ve brought our three best options, and I’ve called them ABC and on the next three slides we look at the pros and cons of each. 



LEGEND 

PEDESTRIAN OVERPASS 
Pros 
• Residential roads with low 

traffic volume 
• Roads with speeds 50 km or 

less 
• Accommodates cyclists and 

family groups of cyclists 
• Mostly roads with sidewalks 

which is good for pedestrians 
 
Cons 
• No bike gutters on pedestrian 

overpass 
• No sidewalks between 

Valleyview and 111 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First route – runs parallel to TR 7 and connects directly from Forest Hills Parkway to Shubie Corridor Trail on the southside of Lake Banook. Read the panel 



LEGEND 

TR 7 SIDEWALK / PEDWAY 
Pros 
• Roads with sidewalks which is 

good for pedestrians   
 
Cons 
• TR 7 high volume 35,000 

AADT (for 300m)  
• TR 7 section will not be 

accessible to cyclist, unless 
they walk on the sidewalk 

• The volume of traffic on TR 7 
would be distracting to users 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Second route – varies slightly and follows the sidewalk to TR 7 Read the panel



LEGEND 

207 
Pros 
• More HRM trail registered as 

TCT Greenway 
• Separated greenway over 

Mount Hope interchange 
 
Cons 
• 207 is high volume with 

26,800 AADT (500m)  
• The volume of traffic on 207 

with no bike lanes is an issue 
• Cyclist could walk on sidewalk 

with bike 
• Bissett Lake and Forest Hills 

trails would be an (interim) 
spur in the TCT   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For a completely different option, we also looked a making the connection directly from Bissett Lake Trail to the Woodville Ferry Read the panels. �This recaps the challenge that we’ve encountered. �Of these routes, TCT preference is this first, the pedestrian bridge, since it accommodates cyclist for the entire route, but it also has the cons of lacking some sidewalk and stairs up over the pedestrian bridge. �



LEGEND 

SHEARWATER FLYER TRAIL 
Pros 
• Very limited ATV usage 
• Part of the HRMs envisioned 

greenway plan  
• HRM interest in assuming 

responsibility  
• Existing trail 
• TCT loop in HRM supported by 

CHPTA and NS Trails 
 
Cons 
• Any ATV usage  
• Bissett Lake and Forest Hills 

trails would be an (interim) 
spur  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We recognize that there is no perfect interim route though HRM.  Faced with that feedback, TCT has agreed to allow us to bring what I am calling the Shearwater Flyer Trail option to investigate the interest in using it as the interim TCT route.We’ve develop a few pros and cons, however In all cases there may be others that you can add, as well. So read the panel. 



LEGEND A B C D 

Existing Trail  1.6 1.6 4.4 11 

Roadway with sidewalks 3.9 4.4 6.4 2.9 

Roadway w/o sidewalks .50 .45 1.2   

Roadway with high traffic   .30 .50   

Stairs .10       

Totals 6.85 6.75 12.5 13.9 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So I wanted to quickly outline a comparison of the 4 options: Existing trail are purple Roadway are purple-redRoadway of high traffic are shown in orangeIf option d is the preferred route, in addition to two things are required to help us get approval from TCT: Simple letter of support for it to be included as TCT and commitment/desire to make it non-ATV. These both would be valuable when making the approval pitch to TCT. Operational Trail Registration – Cole Harbour, signed by NS Trails and CHPTA (Cole Harbour Parks and Trails Association). Holly has confirmed this is supported by routing is supported by both CHPTA and NS Trails. Everything else remains the same: HRM support for the Roadway connections between Salt Marsh Trail – Bissett Lakes – Forest Hills  and the other existing trails, including Dartmouth Waterfront. These are more concrete routes that we need regardless of the option preferred. We would start our internal process once we are aware of the preference moving forward. 



Our Request: 

• To request that HRM endorse the interim Trans Canada 
Trail connection and support its implementation through 
actions such as supporting installation of the TCT 
roadway wayfinding signage.  

• To request that HRM expedite the process to connect the 
Trans Canada Trail by December 2016. 

• To request that HRM prioritize establishing a 
permanent connection for the Trans Canada Trail.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read the panel. Yes, we are asking this committee to provide its direction and feedback on the route to move forward I want to first expand on the signage component of our request: 



Wayfinding Signage Strategy 

To sign the route by December 2016:  
• Develop and confirm a HRM signage plan with 

HRM Staff 
• Coordinate with HRM Staff to install signage by 

December 2016.  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We do have a wayfinding signage strategy for roadway and we do see a need to have it signed by December 2016. TCT is providing the roadway signs at no charge. Ideally it would be HRM Public works staff that sign the route. But to get to that point: we need to read the panel. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
I can email this document if desired. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Essentially it covers the road signage specs and provides some options for those locations when off-road greenway connects to roadway. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lastly, I just want to add … This is being built by hard work and dedication of volunteers…people who believe in the multitude of benefits that trails provide to communities… Thank you for your work to realize TCT’s bold national dream…of connecting the Trail and Canadians from coast to coast to coast… and becoming a stage for celebrating our nation’s 150th in 2017.And every km counts at this point. Go back to the request and questions.David can address the next stepsVanda is here to provide expertise on any hard questions  
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